
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He spoke kindly _________, but there was so much anger under his
contempt that I thought it was wise to change the conversation.
1. enough

You're _________ young to discuss such a story.2. too

My Christianity does not go far _________ to offer her the right cheek too.3. enough

He was glad _________ to put the episode behind him.4. enough

He is hardly large _________ in his conceptions.5. enough

Men mean well _________, no doubt; but nature is against them.6. enough

She is _________ strong and fine for that.7. too

I may be lucky _________ to find something pretty for her.8. enough

It was managed quietly _________, in such a plausible sort of way that its
motive was not thought of.
9. enough

He had seen quite _________ of his new subjects before he was six
months among them, and more important interests called him home.
10. enough

She's _________ excited to sit down, though.11. too

Mary's excitement and impatience were natural _________.12. enough

Japan is _________ strong for her enemies.13. too

His exploits are _________ numerous for mention.14. too

The confidence was wonderful _________ in its nature as far as it went,
and perhaps not to have been expected from any other girl under the sun.
15. enough

We don't stop long _________ at the division station.16. enough

The remainder were _________ few to pull the heavy train.17. too
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Personally his situation was desperate _________, but he was not
inclined to face it.
18. enough

She could not be beautiful _________ for the lover who awaited her, yet
she wished to be beautiful for him alone.
19. enough

It seems easy _________ when one looks at it, but there's a lot of running
about that takes it out of one.
20. enough
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